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1 2 nŽ .Let H [ y D acting in L R , n G 3. Given a compact obstacle K, let HY2
be the operator obtained from H by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on K ;
Ž .here Y is the complement of K. Let u l be the scattering phase for theY
 4scattering system H , H; J , where J denotes restriction to Y. We show that theY
Ž . Ž .variation in u l modulo integer multiples of pr2 as K varies may be estimatedY
in terms of the capacity of the symmetric difference of the obstacles. Suppose that
Ž . Ž .K has smooth boundary. Let H [ H q b 1 b ) 0 and u l be the scatteringb K b
 4 Ž .phase for the scattering system H , H . We show furthermore that u l con-b b
Ž . Ž . y1 r2verges to u l again modulo integer multiples of pr2 roughly at the rate bY
as b “ ‘. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1Let H be the self-adjoint non-negative definite operator H [ y D2
2Ž n. nacting in L R where n G 3. Given a compact subset K of R , we
perturb H by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on K ; this gives a
2Ž .self-adjoint non-negative definite operator H acting in L Y , where Y isY
the complement of K. The wave operators for the scattering system
 4H , H, J exist and are J-complete, and the associated scattering opera-Y
Ž .tor S is unitary here, J denotes restriction to Y . The scattering operatorY
Ž Ž ..may be represented as the direct integral of a family S l ofY lg Ž0, ‘.
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unitary operators acting in the fibers of the direct integral representation
2Ž n. Ž .of L R induced by H. The determinant of S l is well defined and liesY
Ž .on the complex unit sphere. The scattering phase u l is given by theY
argument of this complex number divided by 2 up to addition of integral
w xmultiples of p . In 9 , it was claimed that the scattering phase should vary
continuously as the obstacle K varied within the class of smooth bodies,
w xthe method of proof being as in 11 . We estimate the difference in the
scattering phase due to two obstacles in terms of the capacity of the
symmetric difference of the obstacles. We require no smoothness condi-
tions on the obstacles, and our estimates are valid in the non-asymptotic
regime.
If K is the closure of a bounded open set in R N, the Dirichlet operator
H may of course be approximated by operators of the form H [ H qY b
b 1 where the coupling parameter b is taken to be large. Similar remarksK
 4as above apply to the scattering system H , H . The correspondingb
Ž .scattering phase is denoted by u l . Suppose that K has smooth bound-b
Ž . Ž . w xary. A proof that u l converges to u l as b “ ‘ was sketched in 9 .b Y
Ž . Ž .We show that the difference between u l and u l converges to zeroY b
y1r2 Žroughly at the rate b in the limit b “ ‘ modulo addition of integral
.multiples of p .
2. NOTATION
1 Ž .Let H be the self-adjoint operator H [ y D acting in the complex2
2Ž n. Ž .Hilbert space L R equipped with the usual inner product ?, ? and
5 5 Ž . Ž .y1norm ? . The associated resolvent is written R z [ H y z . The
Ž .corresponding Dirichlet form D, F is given by
1 1 nD u , ¤ [ Du ? D¤ dx , u , ¤ g F [ H R .Ž . Ž .H 02
nR
Ž .The capacity of order 1 is defined by
inf D u , u : ug F , Re uG1 a.e. on A , A;R n open, 4Ž .1Cap A [Ž . n n½ inf Cap B : A ; B , B ; R open , A;R arbitrary, 4Ž .
Ž .where Re signifies the real part and D stands for the form D [ D q ?, ? .1 1
Let K be a compact subset of R n whose complement is Y. The
non-negative definite self-adjoint operator associated to the restriction of
1Ž . 2Ž .D to F [ H Y is denoted by H ; this operator acts in L Y . TheY 0 Y
Ž .associated resolvent is written R z .Y
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Ž . nLet X , P be the Brownian motion on R . Definet x
‘
ytV f x [ E e f X dt .Ž . Ž .H1 x t
0
It is well known that the above operator gives a probabilistic representa-
tion of the free resolvent operator, in other words,
R y1 f x s V f x m-a.e.;Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .in fact, V f is a quasi-continuous version of R y1 f. With K a compact1
Ž .  4set as before, set s K [ inf t ) 0 : X g K , the first hitting time of K.t
Define
Ž .s KY ytV f x [ E e f X dt .Ž . Ž .H1 x t
0
Then
R y1 f x s V Yf x m-a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 1
Y Ž .and V f is in fact a quasi-continuous version of R y1 f for each1 Y
2Ž n.f g L R . Now let K 9 ; K be another compact set with complement Y 9.
A simple argument using the strong Markov property leads to the identity
Y 9 Y ys ŽF . Y 9V f x y V f x s E e V f X : s F - s K 9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 x 1 s ŽF .
where F [ K _ K 9. If we set
Y 9 , F ys ŽF .P g x [ E e g X : s F - s K 9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 x s ŽF .
Žwhere g is supposed to be quasi-continuous, this can be rewritten Dynkin's
.formula
R y1 f y R y1 f s P Y 9 , F V Y 9f m-a.e., 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 9 Y 1 1
wand the left-hand side is quasi-continuous. See 6, Theorem 4.2.3 and
Ž .x n F Y 9, F4.1.6 for these facts. In case Y 9 s R , we write P instead of P .1 1
The function P K 1 satisfies P K 1 g F and1 1
Cap K s D P K 1, P K 1 .Ž . Ž .1 1 1
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Moreover, there exists a finite smooth measure m supported on K, calledK
the 1-equilibrium measure of K, such that
D P K 1, u s u dm ,ÄŽ . H1 1 K
nR
for all u g F. Here, u denotes a quasi-continuous version of u. The totalÄ
Ž n. Ž . w xmass of m gives the capacity, m R s Cap K . We refer to 6 forK K
background on Dirichlet forms.
² : ² : Ž < < 2 .1r2 NLet ? be the function given by x [ 1 q x , x g R . For any
real s define a weighted L2-space by
2, s n ² :s 2 nL R [ u : ? u g L R 4Ž . Ž .
equipped with the norm
5 5 5² :s 5 2 nu [ ? u .0, s L ŽR .
² : 2, sŽ n. 2, ysŽ n.We write ? , ? for the duality between L R and L R . The
Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions is denoted by S as usual.
The Fourier transform F: S “ S is defined by
ynr2 yi xj nÃF f j s f j [ 2p e f x dx , j g R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
nR
2Ž n.We use the same denotation for its extension to L R . The Sobolev
Ž n. ‘Ž n.spaces H R for m g R are defined as the completion of C R withm 0
respect to the norm
1r2
2 2 m5 5 < < ² :u [ u j j dj .Ž .Ãm Hž /nR
We refer to the symbol classes
k n ‘ n n < a b < ² :ky < a <S R [ s g C R = R : › › s j , x F c j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 51, 0 j x a , b
where k g Z.
3. RESOLVENT ESTIMATES
We suppose throughout this section and in what follows that n G 3. We
are given m g N and z g C, Im z / 0. The following properties of the
Ž .mkernel of R z may be obtained using explicit formulae for the Green
kernel in terms of Hankel functions, but we prefer to derive these using
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w Ž .xmethods similar to those used in proving 5, Theorem 2.53 . Define
1 2 ym nŽ . Ž < < .s j [ j y z , j g R . Then s belongs to the symbol class2
y2 mŽ n. n n Ž . nS R . Denote by d the diagonal in R = R , d [ x, x g R =1, 0
n n4 Ž . n nR : x g R . For x, y g R = R _ d we define
djky2 k iŽ xyy .?j< <K x , y [ x y y e x y y ? D s j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H nj
n 2pŽ .R
1 1Ž .where D [ › , . . . , › . The integral converges absolutely for k ) nj j ji i1 n
< < k Ž . n ny2m, the function x y y K x, y is uniformly bounded on R = R _ d,
1 Ž n n.and K g L R = R if k - n. We choose n y 2m - k - n. The kernelloc
< <K is also rapidly decreasing as x y y “ ‘. The dependence on k is only
superficial, for
Ž .mPROPOSITION 3.1. K is the kernel of R z .
‘Ž n.Proof. Let f g C R be supported on the unit ball centred at the0
origin and be equal to 1 near the origin. We decompose the kernel K into
the sum of two kernels K and K by multiplying with the cut-off1 2
Ž < <. Ž < <.functions f x y y , resp., 1 y f x y y . Both K and K are dominated1 2
w xby integrable convolution kernels, therefore by Young's inequality 4 , K
2Ž n. ‘Ž n.induces a bounded operator on L R . Now, for u, ¤ g C R ,0
< <y2 kKu, ¤ s x y yŽ . H H
n nR R
djkiŽ xyy .?j= e x y y ? D s j u y dy¤ x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H nj
n 2pŽ .R
< <y2 ks x y yÝH
2nRa
dj
iŽ xyy .?j= e x y y D s j u y dy¤ x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H na a
n 2pŽ .R
where the sum extends over all k-multi-indices a . The notation z ,a
a g R n means z ??? z . Continuing,a a1 k
y2 k iŽ xyy .?j< <s x y y x y y e u y ¤ x dx dyŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH H a½ 5n 2 nR Ra
dj
= D s j ,Ž . na 2pŽ .
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where the interchange in the order of integration is justified by the
absolute-integrability of the integrand. Notice that the function in brackets
 4? belongs to the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions. Integra-
tion by parts leads to
dj
iŽ xyy .?js e u y ¤ x dx dy s jŽ . Ž . Ž .H H n½ 5n n n 2pŽ .R R =R
ms R z u , ¤ ,Ž .Ž .
by Parseval's theorem. The claim now follows.
nIf m ) , then k may be chosen to be zero; then K is uniformly2
n q 1n nbounded on R = R _ d. Moreover, if m ) , then › K is uniformlyx2 j
bounded on R n = R n _ d.
w . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let z g C _ 0, ‘ . Then R z may be extended to a
Ž 2, sŽ n.. Ž 2, ysŽ n..bounded operator in B L R as well as B L R for each s ) 0.
Proof. We make use of the elementary inequality
² :s s ² :s ² :sx F 2 y q x y y s ) 0 , 3.2 4 Ž . Ž .
which is proved using the fact that
s s s s s s s 4a q b F 2 max a , b F 2 a q b , a, b ) 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž . ² :s Ž .² :ysProperties of the Green kernel K and 3.2 entail that x K x, y y is
dominated by an integrable convolution kernel, therefore, by Young's
2Ž n.inequality, induces a bounded operator on L R . This leads to the result.
n q 1PROPOSITION 3.3. Let m g N satisfy m ) , s ) 0, and z g C _2
w . n0, ‘ . Then for any compact subset F of R , the map
m 2, ys nJR z : L R “ C FŽ . Ž . Ž .
is compact. Here J denotes restriction to F.
2, ysŽ n.Proof. Let f g L R ; then
m s
2 n< < 5 ² : 5 5 5sup R z f x F sup K x , ? ? f - ‘, 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L ŽR . 0, ys
xgF xgF
Ž .since K x, y is uniformly bounded, and a similar estimate holds for the
Ž .m Ž .derivatives › R z f with K x, ? on the right-hand side replaced by itsx j n q 1  4derivative, the bound again being finite since m ) . Let f be aj2
2, ysŽ n. Ž .bounded sequence of functions in L R . The estimate 3.3 means
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 Ž .m 4 Ž .that the family R z f as well as its derivatives are bounded in C F . Byj
w xthe Arzela]Ascoli theorem 17 , we can then find a subsequence along
Ž .which the above functions are convergent in C F . Thus the mapping is
compact.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCATTERING MATRIX
In this section we construct the scattering matrix for the scattering
system comprised of the resolvent powers of H, H .Y
Let us fix m g N; how large m ought to be will become apparent later.
Ž .m Ž .m 2Ž n.We consider the operators R y1 , resp., R y1 acting in L R ,Y
2Ž .resp., L Y . These operators share the same resolvent set, namely,
 w x4G [ C _ S where S [ z g C : z s l q i0, l g 0, 1 . We denote the
Žym.Ž . Žym.Ž .associated resolvents by R z , resp., R z .Y
LEMMA 4.1. Let z g G and w , . . . , w be the mth complex roots of zy1.1 m
Then
m1
Žym.R z s y I q w R y1 q w , 4.4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ł j jz js1
Žym.Ž .and a similar identity holds for the perturbed resol¤ent R z .Y
Ž .Proof. For l g 0, ‘ we write
m m
l q 1 1 l q 1Ž . Ž .y1ym
l q 1 y z s s yŽ .Ž . m mz Ł l q 1 y w1 y z l q 1 Ž .Ž . js1 j
m1 l q 1
s y Łz l q 1 y wjs1 j
m1 y1s y 1 q w l q 1 y w . 4.5Ž .Ž .Ł ž /j jz js1
Ž .The identity 4.4 then follows by the spectral theorem.
1 Ž .COROLLARY 4.2. Let s ) . Then for each l g 0, 1 the following limits2
Ž 2, sŽ n. 2, ysŽ n..exist in the uniform operator topology of B L R , L R :
RŽym. l " i0 [ lim RŽym. l " ie . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
e“0q
Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, the boundary ¤alues in 4.6 are norm-continuous on 0, 1 .
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w xProof. By 1, Theorem 4.1 ,
R m " i0 [ lim R m " ieŽ . Ž .
e“0q
Ž .exist for each m g 0, ‘ in the uniform operator topology of
Ž 2, sŽ n. 2, ysŽ n..B L R , L R , and the boundary values are norm-continuous on
Ž .0, ‘ . This together with Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 4.1 leads to the
result.
Ž .m 2Ž n. 2Ž .We now consider R y1 as acting on the whole of L R s L YY
2Ž n . Ž .m[ L R _ Y by regarding it as R y1 [ 0, but we retain the oldY
Žym.Ž .notation for this extension. We do the same for its resolvent R z asY
well. Let us define
m m
D [ R y1 y R y1Ž . Ž .Y Y
2Ž n .acting in L R .
1Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let l g 0, 1 , s ) , and m ) n q 1. Then the operators2
D RŽym. l " i0 : L2, s R n “ L2, s R n 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y
are compact.
Proof. In view of Corollary 4.2 it suffices to show that D mapsY
2, ysŽ n. 2, sŽ n.L R compactly into L R . We write
my1
my jy1 jD s R y1 R y1 y R y1 R y1 . 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝY Y Y
js0
Ž .my jy1Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . j 2, ysŽ n.Note that R y1 R y1 y R y1 R y1 maps L R intoY Y
2, sŽ n. Ž . jŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .my jy1L R if and only if its adjoint R y1 R y1 y R y1 R y1Y Y
does. Notice also the estimate
my jy1 j
2 , ys n 2 , s n5 5R y1 R y1 y R y1 R y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..Y Y
my jy1 jK 2 , ys n 2 , s n5 5F R y1 P V R y1 .Ž . Ž . BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..1 1
nSince m ) n q 1 either j or m y j y 1 is strictly larger than . Suppose2
n q 1 jq1 2, ys nŽ . Ž .the former; then j q 1 ) and hence JR y1 maps L R2
Ž .compactly into C K by Proposition 3.3, where J denotes restriction to K.
K Ž .This together with Proposition 3.2 and the fact that P maps C K1
2, sŽ n. Ž . 2, ysŽ n.boundedly into L R , means that the jth term of 4.8 maps L R
n q 12, s nŽ .compactly into L R . If j is smaller than , then the same follows2
with the help of duality.
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Ž . 2, ysŽ n. 2, yŽ sq1.Ž n.Remarks. i Since the natural imbedding L R ¤ L R
is continuous, the proof of the above lemma also shows that D mapsY
12, ys n 2, sq1 nŽ . Ž .L R compactly into L R for s ) y .2
Ž .ii Compactness properties of semigroup and resolvent differences
w xarising from Dirichlet perturbations have also been studied in 2, 14 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.4. Let s G 1. Then for each l g 0, 1 the operator in 4.7
does not ha¤e eigen¤alue 1.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that
D RŽym. l q i0 f s fŽ .Y
2, sŽ n. Žym.Ž .for some f in L R . Set u [ R l q i0 f , which belongs initially to
2, ysŽ n. 2Ž n. w xL R . We now show that in fact u g L R . The proof runs as in 1 .
Žw x.By Privalov's theorem 16, Theorem 1.2.5 ,
² Žym. :Im R l q i0 f , fŽ .
y1ym
‘ 1 22 ny1Ã< <s lim Im t q 1 y l y ie f tv dv t dtŽ .H Hž /ž / ny12e x0 0 S
uy1r my11 Ž .ny2 r2y1 y1r ms lim Im u y l y ie 2 u y 1 4Ž . Ž .H me x0 0
1r2 2y1r mÃ< <f 2 u y 1 v dv du 4Ž .H ž /
ny1S
p Ž .ny2 r2y1r m y1r my1s 2 l y 1 l 4Ž .
m
1r2 2y1r mÃ< <= f 2 l y 1 v dv 4.9 4Ž . Ž .H ž /
ny1S
Ã y1r mŽ . Ž < Ž Žny1for l g 0, 1 . One uses the fact that l “ H f 2 l yS
.41r2 . < 2 w x. ² :1 v dv is continuous, cf. 12, Theorem IX.40 . Since u, D u isY
Ã y1r mŽ . Ž . < <  Žreal, one deduces from 4.9 that f j s 0 on the sphere j s 2 l
.41r2y 1 . Due to the relation f s D u and the remark after Lemma 4.3,Y
2, sq1 n Ã nŽ . Ž .we have that f g L R . This means that f g H R and hence bysq1
w x1, Theorem 3.2 :
y11r221 y1r m n 2 nÃ < <f j j q 1 y 2 l y 1 g H R ; L R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / s2
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Note that
m 1ym ym2 2 21 1< < < < < <j q 1 y l s yl j q 1 j q 1 y w ,Ž . Ž . Ł j2 2 ž /2js1
y1 < <where the w are the mth complex roots of l ; this as a function of jj
< <  Ž y1r m .41r2 < <has a simple pole at j s 2 l y 1 and is bounded for j “ ‘,
Ž .see 4.5 . Consequently,
y1ym21 2 nÃ < <f j j q 1 y l g L R .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2
Ž n.Let g g S R . We have that
² : Žym.² :u , g s lim R l q ie f , gŽ .
e“0q
ym21Ã < <f j g j j q 1 y lŽ . Ž .Ã Ž .2s lim djH ym ym2 21 1ne“0q R < < < <j q 1 y l j q 1 y l y ieŽ . Ž .2 2
Ãf j g jŽ . Ž .Ã
s dj ,H ym21nR < <j q 1 y lŽ .2
by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. We may therefore identify
y1ym21 2 nÃ < <u j s f j j q 1 y l g L R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ž .ž /2
2Ž n.and consequently u g L R .
We have that
ym ym ym
H q I y l u s f s D u s H q I y H q I u.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Y Y
Ž .ym 2Ž n. y1r mIn particular H q I u s lu where u g L R , in other words lY
w xy 1 is an eigenvalue of H . But arguing as in 15, Lemma 9.1.2 , it can beY
Ž .seen that H has no positive or even non-negative eigenvalues.Y
 Ž .4 2Ž n. 2ŽŽ . 2Ž ny1..Let U s U l : L R “ L 0, 1 , L S be the unitarylg Ž0, 1.
transformation defined by
Ž .ny2 r4y1r2 yŽmq1.r2 m y1r mU l f v [ m l 2 l y 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
1r2y1r m= F f 2 l y 1 v ,Ž .½ 5ž /
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Ž . ny1 2Ž n.  Ž .4with l g 0, 1 , v g S , and f g L R . Denote by E l thelg R
Ž .mspectral family associated to the operator R y1 . Then one can verify
directly that
l
2 ny1E l f , f s U m f , U m f dmŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H L S
0
12 n 2, s nŽ . Ž . Ž .for f g L R and l g 0, 1 . Moreover, for f g L R , s ) the map-2
Ž . 2Ž ny1. Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž w2 ny1ping 0, 1 “ L S : l “ U l f , U l f is continuous cf. 12;L ŽS .
x.Theorem IX.40 and hence
d
2 ny1E l f , f s U l f , U l fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .L Sdl
Ž .for all l g 0, 1 .
The Fredholm alternative together with Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 entail that
Žym.Ž . Ž . Ž 2, sŽ n..the operator I y D R l q i0 , l g 0, 1 is invertible in B L R .Y
n ys 2 n 2 ny1Ž .² : Ž . Ž .If s ) then the operator U l ? : L R “ L S is2
² :ys Ž . 2Ž ny1. 2Ž n.Hilbert]Schmidt and therefore also ? U l *: L S “ L R . In
view of these considerations, it makes sense to define the scattering matrix
by
y1Žym. Žym.S l [ I q 2p iU l I y D R l q i0 D U l *, 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y Y Y
2Ž ny1. Žym.Ž .in L S . It is clear that S l y I is trace-class and it can be shownY
Ž . w x Žym.Ž .that S l is unitary cf. 10 . The scattering phase u l is then definedY Y
via
exp 2 iu Žym. l s det S l , 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y Y
modulo addition of integral multiples of p .
5. CAPACITARY ESTIMATES FOR THE
SCATTERING PHASE
The present section contains the first of the two main results of this
article. The symmetric difference AD B of two subsets A, B of R n is the
Ž . Ž .set AD B [ A _ B j B _ A .
nTHEOREM 5.1. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Let K be a compact subset of2
R n and U be any bounded open set containing K. Then there exists a finite
constant c such that
1r2
2, ys n 2 , s n5 5D y D F c Cap K 9D KŽ .BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..Y 9 Y
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Ž . Žfor all possibly empty compact subsets K 9 of U note that K 9 need not be
.contained in K .
ŽProof. Let us set Y 0 [ Y j Y 9. Trivially, we have D y D s D yY 9 Y Y 9
. Ž .D q D y D and Y 9 ; Y 0 and Y ; Y 0. Considering the first mem-Y 0 Y 0 Y
Ž .ber, we have using 4.8 ,
m m
D y D s R y1 y R y1Ž . Ž .Y 9 Y 0 Y 0 Y 9
my1
my jy1 js R y1 R y1 y R y1 R y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Y 0 Y 0 Y 9 Y 9
js0
my1
my jy1 jY 0 , F Y 0s R y1 P V R y1 , 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Y 0 1 1 Y 9
js0
where F [ K 9 _ K. The norm of the jth summand above is of course
dominated by
my jy1 F jq1 2, ys n 2 , s n5 5R y1 P V . 5.13Ž . Ž .BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..1 1
n n q 1 jq1Ž .Suppose first of all that j ) . Then j q 1 ) and hence JR y12 2
2, ys nŽ . Ž . Ž .maps L R compactly into C U by Proposition 3.3. The norm 5.13
may therefore be majorized by
my jy1 jq1F2 , s n 2 , ys n5 5 5 5 5 5R y1 P 1 JR y1 .Ž . Ž .BŽL ŽR .. 0, s BŽL ŽR . , CŽU ..1
‘Ž n.Let f g C R such that 0 F f F 1 and f is equal to one in a neigh-0
x 2 sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .² :bourhood of the origin. Set f x [ f and g x [ f x x . Letk k kk
m stand for the 1-equilibrium measure of F. We haveF
5 F 5 2 ² :2 s FP 1 F ? , P 1Ž .0, s1 1
s lim g , P F1Ž .k 1
k“‘
s lim D R y1 g , P F1Ž .Ž .1 k 1
k“‘
&
s lim R y1 g dmŽ .H k F
nk“‘ R
² :2 sF sup R y1 ? x Cap F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
xgU
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nand the supremum is clearly finite. The case that j F can be handled2
using duality. We end up with the estimate
1r2 1r2
2, ys n 2 , s n5 5D y D F c Cap K 9 _ K F c Cap K 9D K .Ž . Ž .BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..Y 9 Y 0
Applying the same argument to the second member D y D producesY 0 Y
the result.
n nLEMMA 5.2. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Let K be a compact subset of R2
Ž .and U be any bounded open set containing K. Let g g 0, 1 and I be a
Ž .compact subinter¤al of 0, 1 . Then there exists a positi¤e constant k such that
y1Žym. 2 , s n5 5I y D R l " i0Ž .Ž . BŽL ŽR ..Y 9
y1y1 Žym. 2 , s n5 5F 1 y g I y D R l " i0 5.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . BŽL ŽR ..Y
Ž .for all compact subsets K 9 of U satisfying Cap K 9D K F k uniformly in l for
l g I.
Proof. For l g I,
I y D RŽym. l " i0 s I y D RŽym. l " i0Ž . Ž .Y 9 Y
q D y D RŽym. l " i0 .Ž . Ž .Y Y 9
Suppose that
2g
Cap K 9D K F k [ ,Ž . ½ 5abc
where
5 Žym. 5 2 , s n 2 , ys na [ sup R m " i0Ž . BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..
mgI
y1Žym. 2 , s n5 5b [ sup I y D R m " i0 ,Ž .Ž . BŽL ŽR ..Y
mgI
and c is the constant mentioned in Theorem 5.1. Then
5 Žym. 5 2 , s nD y D R l " i0Ž . Ž . BŽL ŽR ..Y Y 9
y1 y1Žym. 2 , s n5 5F g I y D R l " i0 .Ž .Ž . BŽL ŽR ..Y
Žym.Ž .A simple perturbation argument then shows that I y D R l " i0 isY 9
Ž .invertible and that the estimate 5.14 holds.
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nTHEOREM 5.3. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Let K be a compact subset of2
n Ž .R and U be any bounded open set containing K. Let g g 0, 1 and I be a
Ž .compact subinter¤al of 0, 1 . Then there exist finite positi¤e constants c, k
such that
1r2Žym. Žym.< <sin 2 u l y u l F c Cap K 9D KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y 9 Y
Ž .for all compact subsets K 9 of U satisfying Cap K 9D K F k and all l g I.
Thus, as K 9 approaches K in the sense that the capacity of the
Žym.Ž .symmetric difference becomes small, the scattering phase u l con-Y 9
pŽym.Ž .verges to u l modulo integer multiples of .Y 2
w xProof. According to 13, XIII.17, Lemma 4 ,
< Žym. Žym. <det S l y det S lŽ . Ž .Y 9 Y
5 Žym. 5 5 Žym. 5F exp S l y I q S l y I q 1Ž . Ž . 41 1Y 9 Y
5 Žym. Žym. 5= S l y S l . 5.15Ž . Ž . Ž .1Y 9 Y
5 5 2Ž ny1. w xHere ? is the trace norm in L S . From 9, Lemma 3.2 we have1
the identity
y1Žym. Žym. Žym.S l y S l s 2p iU l I y D R l q i0 D y DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y 9 Y Y 9 Y 9 Y
y1Žym.= I y R l q i0 D U l *.Ž . Ž .Ž .Y
From Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 there exists a finite constant c such
that
1r2Žym. Žym.< <det S l y det S l F c Cap K 9D KŽ . Ž . Ž .Y 9 Y
Ž .for all compact subsets K 9 of U satisfying Cap K 9D K F k and all l g I.
The result now follows on observing that
Žym . Žy m .Žym. Žym. 2 iŽu Žl.yu Žl..Y 9 Y< < < <sin 2 u l y u l F e y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Y 9 Y
< Žym. Žym. <s det S l y det S l .Ž . Ž .Y 9 Y
yH Y yH ŽSince the semigroup difference e J y Je J denotes restriction to
. Ž yH Y yH .Y is trace-class, the wave-operators W e , e ; J exist and are"
Žw x.J y complete 16, Theorem 6.2.3 and Corollary 6.2.4 . By the invariance
Žw x. Ž .principle 16, Theorem 6.2.5 the wave operators W H , H; J , resp.," Y
Ž Ž .m Ž .m .W R y1 , R y1 ; J exist and have common range. This means that" Y
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the scattering operators
m m m mUŽym.S [ W R y1 , R y1 ; J W R y1 , R y1 ; J ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Y q Y y Y
S [ W U H , H ; J W H , H ; JŽ . Ž .Y q Y y Y
w xexist and are unitary 16, Proposition 2.4.1 , and again by the invariance
principle
y1Žym.S s S .Ž .Y Y
Ž Žym.Ž .. Ž .The S l constructed in 4.10 give a direct integral represen-Y lg Ž0, 1.
Žym. Ž w x.tation of S cf. 10 . Out of this we may construct a direct integralY
Ž Ž ..representation S l of S viaY lg Ž0, ‘. Y
y1ymŽym.S l s S 1 q l , l g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y Y
Ž . Žym.Ž .The scattering phases for S l , resp., S l are then related byY Y
ymŽym.u l s yu 1 q l .Ž . Ž .Ž .Y Y
Ž .Thus, Theorem 5.3 can be used to estimate perturbations in u l . In fact,Y
nCOROLLARY 5.4. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Let K be a compact subset2
of R n and U be any bounded open set containing K. Let I be a compact
Ž .subinter¤al of 0, ‘ . Then there exist finite positi¤e constants c, k such that
1r2< <sin 2 u l y u l F c Cap K 9D KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y 9 Y
Ž .for all compact subsets K 9 of U satisfying Cap K 9D K F k and all l g I.
6. ON THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF THE
SCATTERING PHASE IN THE
LARGE-COUPLING LIMIT
We suppose in this last section that K is the closure of a bounded open
subset of R n, n G 3. Let H [ H q b 1 where b ) 0 is some positiveb K
Ž .parameter, and R z be its resolvent. Defineb
m m
D [ R y1 y R y1 , m g N.Ž . Ž .b b
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LEMMA 6.1. Fix 1 F p - ‘ and s ) 0. Then
1rq
‘
s qsyt² : ² :sup x e E X : s K - t dt - ‘. 6.16Ž . Ž .Ž .H x tž /n 0xgR
Proof. By the strong Markov property
² :qs ² :qsE X : s K - t s E E X : s K - tŽ . Ž .Ž . ž /x t x X tys ŽK .s ŽK .
² :qsF sup E X P s K - t .Ž .Ž .y t xž /
ygK , 0FtFt
The first factor above grows at most polynomially in t, as can be checked
by explicit calculation. There exist positive constants a, b such that
P s K - t F aeyd Ž x , K .2 r bt , x g R n ,Ž .Ž .x
w xcf. 7, 2.8.3 . This now leads to the result.
nLEMMA 6.2. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Assume that K has smooth2
boundary. Let e ) 0. There exist finite constants c, b such that0
5 5 2 , ys n 2 , s n y1r2qeD y D F cbBŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..Y b
for all b G b .0
Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that both resolvents R y1 , R y1 are dominated byY b
Ž .R y1 in the sense of order-preserving operators. By Proposition 3.2 and
Ž .5.12 , it therefore suffices to prove that
5 5 2 , ys n 2 , s n y1r2qeR y1 y R y1 F cbŽ . Ž . BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..Y b
Ž w Ž .x.We use the estimate cf. 8, III 2.8 ,
5 5 2 , ys n 2 , s nR y1 y R y1Ž . Ž . BŽL ŽR . , L ŽR ..Y b
‘
s syt yb Tt , K² : ² :F sup x e E e X : s K - t dt ,Ž .Ž .H x t
0xgY
t Ž .where T [ H 1 X ds denotes the total occupation time in K up tot, K 0 K s
time t by Brownian motion. We apply the Holder inequality to theÈ
right-hand side to get the bound
1rq
‘
s qsyt² : ² :sup x e E X : s K - t dtŽ .Ž .H x tž /0xgY
1rp
‘
yt ypb Tt , K= sup e E e : s K - t dt . 6.17Ž . Ž .Ž .H xž /0xgY
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Knowledge of the asymptotics of the Laplace transform of the occupation
time of Brownian motion in a cone enables one to prove that for any
e ) 0,
‘
yt ypb T y1r2qet , Ksup e E e : s K - t dt F cb 6.18Ž . Ž .Ž .H x
0xgY
for some finite constant c and all b G b for some b . Indeed, because K0 0
has smooth boundary, we can find a cone
p
d < <C [ x g R : x ? e G x cos y h ,1½ 5ž /2
with opening angle p y 2h arbitrarily close to p and r ) 0 such that the
Ž .truncated cone C [ C l B 0, r has the following property: given anyr
boundary point x g › K, C can be translated and rotated so that it lies inr
the interior of K apart from its vertex, which lies at x. Call this cone C .x, r
w xAccording to 3, Theorem 2.3 , for any d ) 0, we can find a finite constant
c such that
w yM Tt , C x yAqdE e F cM0
1for all M ) 0. The number A F is called the cone constant and may be2
1chosen arbitrarily close to by choosing h small. Let us set t [2
Ž Ž .c.s B x, r . For x g › K, we have
ydypb T ypb T ypb Tt , K t , K t , Kw x w xE e s E e : t - t q E e : t G t , t - pbŽ .x x x
ydypb Tt , Kq E e : t G t G pbŽ .x
yaypb Tt , C x , rw xF E e : t - t q P t - pbŽ .x x
w yp b TŽ pb .y d , C x , r xq E ex
d 2 Ž .Ž .yAqd 1yd yAqdyŽ pb . r r4F c pb t q ce q c pb .Ž . Ž .
The middle inequality in the last line follows from the principle of not
Ž .feeling the boundary. These remarks hopefully make 6.18 at least plausi-
w xble. The details of the proof may be found in 3, Corollary 3.4 and the
Ž . Ž . Ž .remark following it. Inserting 6.18 and 6.16 into the upper bound 6.17 ,
and choosing p close to 1 gives the result.
A consequence of this is that for b sufficiently large, the operator
Žym.Ž . Ž 2, sŽ n..1 y D R l " i0 is invertible in B L R for m ) n q 1 andb
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ns ) . We define2
y1Žym. Žym.S l [ I q 2p iU l I y D R l q i0 D U l *,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .b b b
2Ž ny1. Ž . Žym.Ž .in L S for l g 0, 1 . This is unitary and S l y I is trace-class.b
Our last theorem now follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
THEOREM 6.3. Fix a compact subset K of R n with smooth boundary. Fix
n Ž .e ) 0. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Let I be a compact subinter¤al of 0, 1 .2
There exist finite constants c, b such that
Žym. Žym. y1r2qe< <sin 2 u l y u l F cbŽ . Ž .Ž .Y b
for all l g I and b G b .0
Similar remarks apply as those after Theorem 5.3. Since the semigroup
yH yHb Ž yHb yH .difference e y e is trace-class, the wave operators W e , e"
w xexist and are complete 16, Corollary 6.2.2 ; by the invariance principle
Žw x.16, Theorem 6.2.5 , the same holds for the wave operators
Ž . Ž Ž .m Ž .m.W H , H , W R y1 , R y1 . This means that the scattering op-" b " b
erators
m m m mUŽym.S [ W R y1 , R y1 W R y1 , R y1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /b q b y b
S [ W U H , H W H , HŽ . Ž .b q b y b
exist and are unitary. Again by the invariance principle
y1Žym.S s S .Ž .b b
Ž Žym.Ž ..As before, the S l constructed above give a direct integralb lg Ž0, 1.
Žym. Ž w x.representation of S cf. 10 . Out of this we may construct a directb
Ž Ž ..integral representation S l of S viab lg Ž0, ‘. b
y1ymŽym.S l s S 1 q l , l g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .b b
Ž . Žym.Ž .The scattering phases for S l , resp., S l are related byb b
ymŽym.u l s yu 1 q l .Ž . Ž .Ž .b b
Thus
COROLLARY 6.4. Fix a compact subset K of R n with smooth boundary.
nFix e ) 0. Let s ) and m ) n q 1. Let I be a compact subinter¤al of2
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Ž .0, ‘ . There exist finite constants c, b such that0
y1r2qe< <sin 2 u l y u l F cbŽ . Ž .Ž .Y b
for all l g I and b G b .0
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